See what
you can do
on Comcast’s
Gig-speed
network
Gig-speed Internet

As connected devices, massive downloads, and virtual
collaboration become the norm, other networks may
struggle to keep up. That’s why Comcast is building the
nation’s largest Gig-speed network — a network that is
capable of transforming more businesses in more places.
Regardless of your business’s bandwidth needs, Comcast
Business has the right speed for you. Worry less about
large files and connected devices, and get lighting-fast
Internet with Comcast Business — all more affordably.

Why Connectivity Counts
1

Business networks require more bandwidth
as a result of the explosive growth of the
Internet and social networking.

2

The rapid adoption of cloud-based applications
requires a fast, reliable connection.

3

The Internet of Things is placing a strain on
business networks.

4

Businesses need more bandwidth to support
the flood of connected devices.

For more information, please contact:

Get Amazingly Fast Speeds

Download files in seconds, not minutes, with
download speeds up to 1 Gbps — 20 times
faster than most people have.

Support More Devices

More employees and more connected
devices consume more bandwidth.
Gig speed provides your business the
bandwidth necessary for all employees and
all devices to operate fast and efficiently.

Run Cloud Applications

Gain faster connections for all cloud
applications and access to all data stored
in the cloud.

Improve Collaboration

Online meetings run in real time, so you
can connect from wherever you are.

Stay Within Budget

Get the connection speeds you need at
prices you can afford.
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